
 
Acronym/Formula Meaning Subject 
POV point of view Lit, Writ, ACT 
POE Process of Elimination ACT 
LOTD Letter of the day, "lotted" ACT 
4C's Complete, Consistent, Clear, Concise ACT/Writ 
nvac 
p  a i 
       p 

"NVAC", 8 Parts of Speech 
(noun/pronoun, verb, adj/adv,  
conjunction/interjection/preposition) 

Gram 

. ,  ; : - – ? ! ' " ... 
 

period, comma, semi-colon, colon, dash, 
em dash, question, exclamation, 
apostrophe/sub-quote, quotation, ellipsis  

Writ 

BOWE Brainstorm, Outline, Write, Edit Writ/ACT 
RO  FR Run-on OR Fragment Writ 
TP Tense and Plurality Writ 
Amb Ambiguous Writ 
NF-BS No Filler - Be Specific Writ 
I 
I, D or ID 
D, I 
I; _, I 
 
I; I 
I/D 

The dog sat.    independent clause 

The dog sat, but I did not.  indep, FANBOY, dep 

Though I did not sit, the dog sat. dep, indep 

The dog sat; however, the cat ran.  
               ind; conj or relative pronoun, Independent 

The dog sat; I did not. indep; indep 

The dog, who was tired, sat.   
indep interrupted by an internal dependent clause 

Writ 

VSS Very Short Sentence Writ 
RP Relative Pronoun Gram 
ESS/NESS Essential (phrase or clause)/Non-Essential Gram/Writ 
SOP Pronoun Cases:  Subjective, Objective, 

Possessive (see table) 
Gram/Writ 

TS/SS Topic Sentence/Supporting Sentences Writ 
e.g.,  "for example"  (L. exempli gratia) Writ 
i.e.,  "in other words"  (L.  id est)   Writ 
(ITC) In-Text Citation   (last name, date) Writ 
CITE Citation entry (Bibliography or Works Cited) Writ 
COPS Capitalization, Organization, Punctuation, 

Spelling   (O can also mean "Overall 
appearance/formatting).   

Writ 

^ or v a "carat", meaning "add here" Writ 
STET Latin root meaning "keep", "stay the same" Writ 

Acronyms	&	Formulae	
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DEL or  
 

Delete, cross through item and loop end Writ 

/ Lower-case (strike through capital letter) Writ 
C Triple-underline = need to capitalize Writ 
～ tilde, switch letters....  untis   >   units Writ 
# insert space Writ 
⤹	 "move to here" (underline passage), OR 

used to identify what a describing word, 
phrase, or clause modifies 

Writ/Gram 

					horizontal	
parentheses	

"close up this space" Writ 

CAPS	 all capital letters (acronyms, abbreviations) Writ 
-			en-dash	 single hyphen  (words, data) 

leather-bound Bible  (two-word adjectives) 

#4AE-3100 (numerical data chunking) 

e-mail  (e = electronic) 

Writ 

–		em-dash	 double hyphen (interrupting phrases).  
TIP:  "OPT + hyphen" on computer makes a smooth, 
connected em-dash.  

Writ 

;		semi-colon	  1Use to separate independent clauses with 
or without a conjunction or relative 
pronoun.  2Use to separate items in a list 
when the items contain internal 
punctuation  We went to the following cities:  Belfast, 

Ireland; Inverness, Scotland; and Oxford, England.  

Writ	

:			colon	 Use to TAG a list of items (see above 
example).  DO NOT use when the list is part 
of the structure of the sentence:  
I want to eat: apples, bananas, and cherries.  X 

I want to eat apples, bananas, and cherries. ✔ 

I want to eat the following fruit:  apples, bananas, and cherries.✔  

Writ 

...					ellipsis	 Used to show missing information.  
Original text:  "We wanted to hit the ground running and head to 

the store, but she didn't want to." 

Ellipsed text:  "We wanted to hit the ground running....,but she 

didn't want to."  (Always show the internal punctuation.) 

Writ 

'			apostrophe	 1Used to show possession.    
Jane's, Charles's or Charles', everyone's 

2 Used to show missing letters in contractions 
do not = don't     will not = won't*     I have = I've 
3 Used as quotation inside a quotation 
(single-quote) 

Writ 



Mom said, "Remember what Winston Churchill said: 'Never, never, 

NEVER give up!' " 

"		quotation	 Use to show DIRECT and exact wording. 
Punctuation goes INSIDE the quotation 
mark.  
"Jesus wept" is the shortest verse in the Holy Bible.   

"Come here!" mom called, "I want to give you something." 

Writ 

!		exclamation	after	
interjection	

Ouch! That was hot!                     No!  You may not go there. 

Man!  I can't believe I won!         Oh, no!   
Writ 

.	;	?	!		 STOP Punctuation.  A "hard stop".  Writ 
,	:	...	-	–	 GO punctuation.  Connects.  Writ 
(		)	parenthesis/-ses	 Use for in-text citations, numerical data, 

"asides".  Use commas for internal phrases 
and clauses.  TIP: Try to avoid parentheses, since they stop 

the eye-flow of reading. 

Billy the Kid was an unfortunate outlaw (Goldberg, 2019).  

 

Writ 

[		]	 Used to show text not part of quoted text, 
author's notes.  
That party weren't [sic] a good one at all!  

The following table gives statistics [Table 1].   

Writ 

,		
	
There	are	4	reasons	
to	use	a	comma	
	
It	is	GO	punctuation.	

1  Use to separate items in a simple list 
    He ate cherries, hot dogs, and soap.  *use before the "and" 

2  Use after a beginning dependent clause      
   (D, I).   If you ever want me to, I can get you tickets.  

3  Use to divide a beginning independent     
    clause from an independent clause  
    (I, FANBOYSI)  I do want you to, but I can't afford them now. 

4  Use to divide NESS from the main    
   sentence  (I ,interrupting D,)   
      I'll pay, if you don't mind, and we can both go. 

 

 

 


